Urban Transit corridor and River remediation Master plan. Mexico city, Mexico

TODAY: LA PIEDAD RIVER PIPED BENEATH THE VIADUCT
Places with nodes and black water flow in the sky, by diverting system.

CURRENT SITUATION: 45 RIVERS EXIST IN THE WATERSHED

I. REGENERATE LIVING SYSTEMS
II. CREATE PUBLIC SPACES
III. IMPROVE CONNECTIONS OF MOBILITY SYSTEMS

PROJECT

BIOLOGICAL CORRIDOR
A new relationship with Living Systems.

INTEGRATING NEW PATTERNS IN THE URBAN AREA

INNOVATION:
* Process for Moving the Project FWD
  * Conference del Agua - "Water Conference"
  * Linking with other watershed projects with the purpose of Regenerating Mexico City’s water system integrating emergent water solutions, in a way that engages politics and generates community empowerment.

CONSTRUCTION:
* 1. Removed concrete, reused
* 2. Vegetal material: constructed wetlands (benefits, Natural Systems International, project integration, species, habitat...)
* 3. Local materials (companies, distances)
  - Tezontle
  - Volcanic stone
  - Limestone
  - River stone
  - Recycle organic material

INNOVATION in building materials and construction technologies.